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Abstract 

This paper presents an approximate string matching algorithm on the 1023-processor paraIlel 
computer DAD02. To allow proximity in matching betw臼n 由e text and search pattem. 由e

dyn~ruic programming method is used 部由e matching algorithm. TItis paper includes timing 
ffi叫.mrements and ∞mparison with a conventi回国回quential computer (V AX).币le results 
show g: plificant speedup over the sequential computer. 
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1. Introduction 

The purpose of approximate string matching (see for ex剑叩le [1]) is to find instances of a 
search panem in a symbol structure where some differences between 由e panem and 由e structure 
are allowed. It is useful in "free text" retrieval systems 由at must be sensitive to typographical 
errors and abbreviations. It is also of great practical importan臼 in speech recognition systems 
由at match the symbolic ou甲ut of an acoustic processing step against many potential unerances. 
The acoustic pro臼sses 创它可pic剖ly error prone, admitting representations 由at appro目mate 由e

actual utterance. Hence the search process must allow for omined , ex町aneous， or transformed 
symbol structures (see [2] for examples). 

The common characteristic of these problems is clear; 由e se缸'Ch pattem cannot be found 
simply by direct character comparisons and searching must allow for a number of differences 
when comparing 由e panem to various strings within 由e text. This characteristic invalidates 由e

efficient approach臼 to searching 出at depend upon static data structures (inverted 血es of indices 
of symbols appearing in the text, for example). The best known approaches to solving 也is

problem a陀 b出edupon ∞mpletely scanning the text using 命namic programming 臼 the primary 
search strategy. In血is paper we consider 由e parallelization of 由is task and measure the 
e仔'ective speedup 由at parallelism offers in the solution 10 由is problem. 

2. Approximate String Matching 

Approximate string matching may be demonstrated by the following ex缸nple.

Consider the problem of 且nding matches in the text "COLUMB工A" for the panem 
"COLKUBYA". One possible corresponden臼 between the two strings is 臼 follows.

poslUon: 
text: 
panem: 

9AA QUIY 
吁
，

R
U
R
U

6M 5UU 4K 3LL 2OO --CC 

Here , we can observe 归回可pes of differenc臼:

(a) lnsertion: a character of the pattem ∞rresponds 10 no character in the text. 
包)()sition 4) 

(b) Deletion: a character of the text ∞rresponds to no character in the pattem. 
(position 6) 

(c) Substirunoll: a character of由e pa阳m ∞町臼ponds to a di仔erent character of the text. 
(position 8) 

We assign a cost of one 10 each 可pe of difference; ∞n-山山∞st may 创so be used 部由e

application demar也. UIK比r the unit ∞st 臼sumptioo. 臼 above pattem matches 由e text with 
由ree differen臼s. This is the minimal ∞st match. We use the ter回 occurrence to refer ωa 
match. 由at is. an instan臼 of 位le panem in the text wi血 some number of differenc臼.In由is
paper, we will consider the task of finding allωcurrences of a panem in a text where at most k 

di仔eren臼S 缸它 allowed ， for a given integer k. Our primary focus is 00 the parallelization of 由is
task on the DAD02 parallel ∞mputer， d臼cribed brieðy in the next section. see Appendix A for 
a detailed example ac阳ally performed on阳 DAD02.
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3. The DADO Machine and Programming Environment 

DADO is a tree-structured parallel machine in which the proαssing elements (PEs) are 
interconnected in a complete binary tree [3] [4]. A 1023-PE model named DAD02 has been 
working at Columbia University since 1985. Although DADO was originally designed as an 
experimenta1 machine to support AI expert systems implemented in rule-based form. it has been 
found suitable for 由e high-speed execution of almost deconψosable searching problems [5]. 
This section describes 由e DAD02 machine. its comrnunication primitives. and the DADO 
programmíng envlronment. 

3.1 PE Configuration and Operation Mode. Each PE consists of an Intel 8751 8-bit 
micropro臼ssor. 16 Kb (kilobytes) random ac臼臼 memo可(RAM) and a semi -custom 1/0 chip 
for high-speed communication. Each PE contains its control program and user program in its 20 
Kb loca1 memory (4 Kb on-chip EPROM and 16 Kb RA岛。. Most instructions are executed in 
one microsecond. 

Each PE operates in one of two modes: SIMD (Single Instruction stream. Multiple Data 
stream) or MIMD 例ultiple Instruction stream. Multiple Data stream). A PE in SIMD mode 
receives instructions (function addres回s) broadcast by its nearest MTh但) root an臼stor. A PE in 
h但如ID mode is disconnected from its p臼'ent， and executes instructions inde严ndently of its 
ancestors in the DADO tr臼. If the MIMD PE 缸咀s a SIMD bl∞k in its progra血. the PE 
broadcasts the address of the STh但) block 10 its SIMD descendants. The enabled SIMD 
descendants execute 由is block in parallel with the M1MD PE. 

3.2 Communication. The communication among PEs is done through the 1/0 chips. Data 
tr缸lSfer between 由e 1/0 chip and local memo可 is under microprocessor contro1. The basic 
communication functions are: 

(a) Broadcast: 
(b) Resolve: 
(c) Report: 

Send information 10 由.e descendant PEs, 
Select one PE from a candidate set, 
Send information from 由e 回lected PE to 由er∞tPE.

The resolve operation is a 山咀que function of 阳 DADO machine. As noted above. 由e

purpo白。f 由e resolve is to select a PE from a set of designated PEs. In genera1. this is 
accomplished by finding the minimum value among al1 such values held by the set of designated 
PEs. The minimum value wi11 reach the MIMD PE. and the PE re吨)()nsible for 由at value (and 
only 由at PE) will know 由at it is the "winner" of the resolve. 

As wi由让le broadcast and r可x>rt operations. software functions are bui1t atop 由is hardware 
circuit ωprovide a cl部s of fun<垣ons for resolving on higher-level values. 

3.3 Host interfa回. The DADO machine functions 槌 an anached procesωr controlled by a 
conventiona1 computer.τbe DADO has been used suc臼部副ly wi由 a range of hosts. In the 
work reported here. a DEC V AX l1nso 回凹ed 槌让le host proc白白r 缸1<1 was connected 10 由e

DADO with a DEC DR 11-W parallel interface. 

1 t is interes由19 10 note 由at the DAD02 is ∞m归rable to a V AX 11n50 in size. number of 
∞mponents. and age of their respective 臼chnologies. Hence. 位le V AX/DAD02 ∞nfiguration 

should be considered twice 由e ∞st of a single V AX. 
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3.4 Languages. To date, three high-level languages are available on DAD02: parallel PL/M 
(pPL~旬， parallel C, and parallel PSL Lisp 伊PSL) [6] [η. Each parallel language 
accommodates a small set of parallel processing and communication primitives. The program 
irnplemented in 由is paper was written in parallel C. 

4. Implementation of approximate string matching on DADO 

The abstract algorithm implemented on DADO is presented in 吐出 section. In 由is

implementation, the root PE of the DADO tree is in }.但MD mode and the other PEs are in SIMD 
mode. Herea丘er we will use n for text size, m for pattern size, k for the number of di旺erences ，

and p for the number of PEsωed in the DADO. 

τllereare 由ree phases to 由is implementation of the approximate string matching algorithm. 
First is the allocation phase. The host pro臼ssor sends both. a search pattem and a text stringω 
the DADO.τ'he DADO PEs partition the text among them. Next is the match phase. All PEs 
execute the match algorithm and save pointers to 由e match臼 in their local memo可. Last is 由e

report phase. The root PE collects these pointers and sends them to the host. The following 
sections describe each of the臼 phases in more detail. 

4.1 Allocation phase. The host proce路。r sends the search pattern and text to the root PE of 
DADO , which then broadcasts bo由 to all PEs. All PEs receive 位le entire 臼缸'Ch pattern, but store 
a different portion of the text. 

ηle text is pa国tioned in10 contiguous and overlapped pi白白 and distributed over all 
available PEs. 白le p缸titioned text in each PE is overlapped with 也at of the adjacent PEs, since 
if 由e text were divided without overlap, a PE could not find the pattern 血剑 "straddles" across 10 
the adjacent PEs. By eliminating data dependencies in 由is manner, we improve performance by 
avoiding additional communication among the PEs in the match phase. The additional work on 
the host side and timing penalties 创'e small: 由ey are described below and in Section 4.3. 

1------------------------- < tezt > -------------------------1 
pe,l 1------------1 
pe,2 1------------1 
pe,3 1------------1 

pe'p-l 1------------1 
pe'p 1------------1 

Flgure 1. Data Partition for PES 

τlle minimum size of 阳 overlap is m + /c - 1 per 陀，由臼也 result of matching a string 
starting from position i will always be determined before position i + m + /c. 

The host supports 由is text partitioning 臼 follows.

First, an ∞currence 由at is wholly contained within 胁。verl叩严d area between two PEs is 
reported by bo由 PEs. We leave its har咀ling 10 the host，由ough 由is duplication could be 
elirninated in DADO. 
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Second. if 由e text is larger than the maximum text size possible in DADOt , the host breaks 
由e text into blocks (which overlap in exact1y the s皿le way 路由e text partitions on the DADO). 
Each block is 由us pro臼S回d sequentially by DADO. The host translates the matching pointers 
reported by the DADO into the appropriate text block(s) during 由e report ph臼e. Note 由is

pro臼dure places no limit on the maximum text allowable wi由 the algorithm. 

4.2 Match Algorithrn. The match algorithm implemented in each PE is based on a well-known 
命namic programming method as shown in F原因 2. 节le matrix D j • j stores 由e minimum 
number of differences between a substring of the 回缸-ch pattem sl' . . . ， Sj 缸ld any substring of 
由e text ending wi由 tj. A straightforward implementation of 由is algorithm would require a 
memoηspace of mn and involve an expensive multiply operation on the DADO PE for the array 
address calculation. We modified 也is algorithm slight1y for DADO as shown in Figure 3. The 
idea of the optimization is 由at a row of D is calculated only with referen臼 to 由e previous row, 

由us memory space of 2n is enough for the calculation, provided each row is used altemately. 
Since the first 缸ray index is always 0 or 1, no multiplication is involved in the address 
calculation for the array D[2](n]. Aside from 由e reduαdmemo可 requirements as noted above, 

由is results in a threefold improvement in compute time. 

1. Initialization 
for j = 0ω11 Do,I=O 
for i = 1ω m D~o = i 

2. Computation 
for i = 1ωm 

for j = 1ωn 江 $1= 与

if $1 ~与
3. Occurrence checlc 

for j = 1ωn ifÐ...jS l: 

D~/=min(DI→.1 + 1, Dω-1 + 1, Di- I.J- 1 ) 

D~J = min (ÐI-I,I + 1, ÐiJ-1 + 1, Ði_I ,I_1 + 1) 

Thot! i.s an OCCIolTTmt:t! end归:gal 与·

Figure 2. 8asic 向'namic Programming Algorithm 

4.3 Tirne Complexity of the A1gorithDLηle time ∞mplexi叩 of由e algorithm shown in Figure 
2 is O{mn). From the data par世ti∞a1gori由m described in the previous section, it is cle盯由at 由e

mn 
time complexity for DADO is O(一一 + (m+k)m). The first term shows the improvement from 

p 
data partitioning. 白le 臼∞nd term sh>ws the penalty due to the overlapping data. Since the 

second term does not include a factor of 1.. and can be 由e same order 部由e first 臼rm，由e
p 

number of differences and 臼pecia1ly 阳民缸巳hp甜em size can significant1y affect 由e search 
nme. 

节le performance improvement (ratio of ∞m归te time) against s饲uentia1 m饵hin臼 wi白白e
sarne a1gori由m is also estimated 位。m 由e above time ∞mplexities 臼 follows:

t them皿imum 比xt size in DADO is P (2048-{m惜-1)) b)1ea. 



1. I nÏJ ialiZalion 
for j = 0 to n D o,J = 0 

2. CO"ψutalion 
for i = 1 to m 

扩i = odd number 

扩i = ev四 number

3. Occurrence check 
扩m = odd number 
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D I.O = i 
for j = 1 to n 

D o.o = i 
for j = 1 to n 

扩Sj = tJ 

旷Sj * tj 

旷ξ = tJ 
扩街#与

D 1•J =min(Do,J + 1, D l.J- 1 + 1, DO•j-1) 
D l.j = min(D o.J + 1, D 1,J-l + 1, DO•i - 1 + 1) 

Do,J = min(D 1•J + 1. DO.J-1 + 1, D I.J-l) 
Do.J = min(D 1J + 1, DO•j - 1 + 1, D 1•J- 1 + 1) 

for j = 1 to n 
旷m = even 刷mber

for j = 1 to n 

扩D1，jSk There is an tXcurrence ending al 与·

扩Do，j S k There is an tXcurrence end仇:g al 马·

Figure 3. Match AIgoritJun on DADO 

I 1 m+kl 
SEQUENTIAL MACHINE / DADO = 1 / C Iγ亏「

where C is a constant giving 由e ratio of the ∞mpu由19 power of the 臼quential machine to 由at of 
a single PE for 由is algorithm. 

Again. 由e 且rst teIlIl of the equation is the improvement and the second tenn is 仕1e penal叩.

The second tenn also shows 阳 upper bound on 归rform臼lCe improvement for a certain size text. 
η1e performance will not improve beyond 由is value, r穹gardless of the number of PEs. 

4.4 Report phase. PEs 由at do not match are disabled. By use of the resolve function 臼
described above, one of the enabled PEs is selected. The I'OOt PE collects matching pointers from 
the selected PE and sends them 10 the host. The selected PE is disabled , after it reports. This 
pro臼ss is repeated until all enabled PEs are disabled. 

5. Compute Time 

We have measured 由e compute ti皿e for the match phase with various P创-ameters. This 
臼ction reviews 由e results and 由e proαduresu回d. (Timing for 由eallωation and rep。而ng
phases is discussed in Section 5.3.) We have also ∞mp缸叫出e time against 由e VAX llnso, 

running on 4.3 BSD UNIXt opera由19 system. 1be same algorithm is used on bo由 machines.

Another algorithm on 往回 VAX. will be discussed in Secti∞ 6. 

For the p山阴阳S of 注le experiments reported here , we ω创 text fi1臼 ranging in size from 1 
Kb 10 1 Mb. An的itra可回ng w臼臼l民ted 食。m the text and modified appropriately 10 suit its 
出easa 臼arch pattem. 

t UNlX is a trademark of AT &.T BeU La此"aJ.oriu.
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Timing on the DADO was accomplished using the timers bui1t into the Intel 8751. Timer 
resolution is one microsecond. The elapsed ùme is 由at of the slowest PE, since the MIMD PE 
reads 由e Ùffier after all PEs have finished a job. Timing on 由eVAXw臼 ac∞mplished using the 
times funcùon provided by UNIX. The "user time" returned by the times function was used，由at

is，由e total amount of time spent executing in user mode. Timer resolution is 1/60 second. 

5.1 Compute time for small text portions. Let us start wi由 text 由at is small enough to fit in 
one PE , since we are interested in comparing 由e ∞mpu由19 power of a single PE. Table 1 shows 
由e compute times for a text of 1 Kb with pattern sizes of 50, 150, and 250 bytes 缸ld using 
DADO machines of 1 PE, 2 PEs , and a maximum number of PEs 也at varies according to pattern 
size.t 

TABLE 1. CO"ψute Time 01 DADO and V AX (1 Kb te.xt) 

Paltern VAX DADO 
Slze J1J750 1 PE 2P& n4P& 874P& 974P瓦，

50 3.43 
5.86 3.07 0.29 

11.∞J (0 .59) /1.91] (1 .11) 
. 

/20.211 (11 .83) 

150 10.23 
17.55 10JJ5 2 .58 

μ.∞J (0 .58) [1 .75J (1 .02) {6.81J (3.9η 

29 .24 18.16 7.14 
250 17JJ9 

(1.∞U归8) (1.61J (0.94) 
. 

一
μβ9Jρ39) 

1. All times are 仇 seconds. 2. Zero d好erences (i.e.. aact tnalclúng). 3. { J : Cω叩ω仇g speedup over single PE. 
4.():Conψuting speedl伊 over tM V AX 111750. 

From Table 1, we see 由at 由e computing power of a single PE for 由is character-oriented 
operation is approximately 58% 由at of the V AX l1n50. ηùs number was much larger than we 
expected 员n臼由e V AX is a 32-bit machine wi由 a rich instruction 臼t， while the Intel 8751 is a 
tiny 8-bit microcontroller. We assume the reasons for 由is are: (a) simple operators such as add, 

comp. moy are used; and (b) most of the operands are characters.η略目 factors make effective 
use of the 8-bit 缸chitecrure.

5.2 Compute time for larger text. We measured 让le system for larger text size. Tables 2 扭d3
(for 1∞ Kb and 1 Mb texts, respectively) show changes in ∞mpute time over a range of total 
differences. In each case, 1023 PEs are used. 

We measured the relation betw臼n compute time and the number of PEs. Figure 4 shows 
computing speedup over 1∞ PEs. By increasing 由e number of PEs，由e text is panitioned more 
finely. However. ∞mpute time in 世1e overlapJ览dar四 is constant for fixed values of m and k , 
and have larger weight when 阳 text P创titions are small.τberefore the computing s严edup is 
diminÌshed by these values. Using a 50-b严e 民archpattern 臼 an example, between 5% (1∞ 
PEs) and 33% (1023 PEs) of total ∞mpute time is spent for the calculation in the overlapping 
缸-ea.ηùs number becomes large for larger pattem sizes: it 0∞upies about 71 % for a pattern of 

t In 仇~ cases. the ta1 size is so SmaJJ tltaJ. even wilh maXimaJ parti.ωning as described in SedÎ.Oll 4 J. the number 
01 ta1 parrilions is 也fS than the 1023 PEs p句sical川"j available佣归 DAD02.
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250 bytes (1023 PEs). though DADO is nevertheless nearly 170 times faster 由m 由e VAXin 由at

case. 

Secondly. we ∞mp缸t 由e compute times of the DADO and the V AX. Fig1江'e 5 shows the 

experimental values for .E01叩ute tlme wi由 1023 PEs. Note 由at compute time increases with 
mn 

pattern size as prediα.ed by the time complexity model: the DADO compute time is proportional 
W忡k

to 由e panern size (more precisely. to 一一~). The V AX compute time is 剑most ∞nstant at 68 
n 

microseconds. 

TABLE 2. Compute Time 01 DADO and V AX (100 Kb text) 

Panern VAX Nwnber of Differences ín DADO (1023 PEs) 

slze 111750 。 5 10 15 20 25 

0.86 0.89 0.92 0.95 0.98 1.01 
50 350.46 

[1.00] (407.0) [0.97] (393 .3) [0.941 (381 .3) [0 .911 (370J) {O.88] (359J) [0.86J (348.7) 

150 1056.53 
428 4 .37 4.45 4 .54 4.63 4.71 

{1 .DOJ (246 η (0.981 ♂'41 .9) [0 .96] (237.3) {0.941 但32η [0 .93J (228.4) (O.9JJ 侈24.2)

250 1693.98 
9.99 10.13 1028 10.42 10.56 10.70 

[1 .DO] (169.6) [O.99J (167.2) [0 .97] (164.9) [0 .96] (162.6) [0 .95] (160.4) {0 .93] (158.3) 

1. All times are ín seconds. 2.[ ] : COI7ψwing speed叩 over zero d如rence3. 3. ( ) : Co呻wing spudψ over t~ 
VAX 111750. 

TABLE 3. Conψute T.的le 01 DADO and VAX (1 Mb text) 

Panem VAX f.I~ ofDifferOlCe3 inDADO (1023 PEs) 
Slze 111750 。 5 10 15 20 25 

3541.07 
6.03 6β5 6β8 6J1 6.14 6.17 

50 
{ 1ωJ (5782) [1 .DO] (585.3) [O.9Ç] (582.4) [0.99] (579.6) 旦旦l旦76.η {O.98] (574 .0) 

150 10498.11 
19.75 19.84 19 虫2 20.01 20.09 20.18 

[1 .DO] (531 .5) [l.DOJ (529.1) [O.9Ç] (527.0) lQÆ9] (524.6) [0.98] (522.6) {O.98j (5202) 

250 17393.96 
35.75 35.89 36.03 36.18 36.32 36.46 

{1.ω'] (486.5) {1 .DO] (484.6) [O. 9Ç] (482.8) {0 .99] (480.8) [0.98] (478.9) [0.98J μ77.1) 

1. Allli1Ms are ín SecOfW也 2.[ ]: Cω叩"仇gspud.创P OVÐ' uro differe1lCe3. 3. ( ) : Cω叩U切:g spudup over I~ 
VAX 111750. 

5.3 110 time. 白白 section discusses the time required for the allocation and rep。而ng ph臼es of 
our implementation. 

5.3.1 AlI侃ation pbue.节lC time for 由eallω硝on phase is dominated by text loading time. 

Prior to re臼iving text. each PE calculates a pointer to and size of the text partition. The root 
PE broadcasts the text in its entirety to all PEs. Each PE tracks its position in the broadcast text 
and stores into its local memo可 on1y 由atp创t of the text which is wi由in its computation area; 
other text is ignored. 

We estimate the data transfer rate to be 19 K~sec for the timing over a range of data sizes. It 
takes. for example. about 5 臼conds to load a text of 1∞Kb. 
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7 

paJtem size = 50 
6 

5 

4 
Coo￥，uting Speedl伊

。νer1ω PEs
3 

2 

I 

100 3ω 5ω 7ω 只)() 1100 

Nwn协er ifPEs 归 DADO

Figure 4. Co呻川ing Speedlψ 句I number 01 PEs υ00 Kb text , 0 differences) 
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5.3.2 Reporting phase. In the report ph臼e ， only PEs 由at find one or more ocαlrrences are 
enabled and take part in the operation. This phase has two steps. 

Step 1: Each PE sends up 由e number of occurrences (2 b严es) to the root PE. The root PE 
∞unts 由e tota1 number of occurrences (i.e. , size of the data transfer in the next step: 4 
bytes) , and sends it to the host. 

Step 2: Each PE sends up 由e text partition pointer (4 bytes) and offset (2 bytes) for each 
occurrence. The root PE converts these values 10 absolute indices in the host's text and 
sends them 10 the host. 

Assume 也at a total of s PEs found a total of r ∞curren臼s. Tota1 timing t in 由is ph出e wil1 
be: 

t = as + br + c 

where a, b and c are constants. From our measuremer况， these constants may be repla臼d 臼
fo l1ows: 

t = 1.4s + 0.9r + 30 miIliseconds 

For example, if 10 PEs found 2 0∞urrenc臼 (a 10tal of 20 ocαrrren臼吟， it wil1 take 62 
milliseconds 10 send the result 10 由e host. 

Note 由at 由e number of PEs in the machine d侃s not affect 由e 1/0 time , since the 
cornmunication 皿lOng 由e 1/0 chips is done in a pi严lined manner, and because of the 时回
structure, 2' PEs are in the same clock period where i is the depth from the root PE. 

6. Alternative Match Algorithm 

h 血is section. we discuss another algorithm for approximate string matching [8] [9] 由at

displays noteworthy speed improvement under certain circumstances. This algorithm is shown in 
Figure 6. It uses the diagonals of the matrix D (see Figure 2) for its computation. In Figure 6, 

Ld ,. denotes the largest row i of D such 由at D i, j =e 缸回 j - i = d. PREFlX is a data structure 
where PREFlXi,j contains the length of the longest common prefix between 由.e pattem suffix 
star由19 wi由 Si and 由e text suffix star世ng wi由与·

By preprocessing the text ar咀岱1e pattem, and constructing a suffix tree, PREFlX can be 
compu比d in constant time. once such a data structure is constructed, the algorithm can be 
∞mpu臼d in the time c四nplexity of O(kn). 白le 也ne ∞mplexity of the preprocessing step is 
estimated 0 ((n +刑) log min( α ， m)). where αis the size of alphabet [9]. This algorithm is quite 
good when k is smatl. 

111e amount of memory 甲a臼 r町uired for preprocessing may 1imit 阳 implementation of由is

algorithm on 由.e current DAD02. For the ∞mparison between 由e V AX and DADO. we 
implemented the algorithm ∞由eVAX 臼 fol1ows. PREFlX is constructed as a two-dimensional 
array, a straightforwa.rd implementation of the algorithm described above. Our implementation 
of PREFlX is e臼y to construct. but has a large 由ne complexity ∞mpared 10 由e above estimate. 
111us, we discuss only 由e matrix cαnpute time in Figure 6. 

c0"ψute ttme 
白le normalized ∞mpute time (画出is 饨町， j on 仇l! VAX is about 150 

n (k+l) 



nu 
噜
E
E
-
-

microseconds. 扩 a 1 Mb text is ωed. it will take 150 seconds for k = O. while the compute time 
on the DADO is 36 seconds for k = 0 and m = 250. which means that DADO performs faster 
than the VAX. Note that conψute time on the V AX is proportional to k. 扩 k = 25. the VAX will 
take an hour. but the conψωe time on the DADO is a阳ost the same ω when k = O. 

1. InilialiZalio" 
ford = 0 ω ，， +1 

for d = -(k + 1) 10-1 
Ld._l = -1 

Ld.ld-21 = _00; Ld.ld-ll =ld-11 

2. Conψutalio" and occurrence check 
for e = 0 ωk 

ford =-e ωn 
row = max(Ltt. '_l + 1. Ld - 1..-1• L'+l ,'-l + 1) 
Ltt.. = r仰 + PREFIXrow +1•row +1+11 

if Ld.1 S m There is an occurrence ending al 1...+11' 

Figure 6. Alternative Match Algorithm 

7. Conclusion 

白le parallel ∞mputer DAD02 shows significant speedup over 由.eVAX ∞mput町， al由ough，

in our implementation，∞mpute time and its improvement ag缸nst sequential ∞mputers 缸穹

dependent on 由e 臼创℃趾ng par部neters. For example, in a search for a 250-b严e pattem in a 1 t.在b
text wi由 25 differen臼s (10% of the search pattern), the DADO wi由 1023 PEs is over 4∞ times 

faster 由扭曲e VAX l1n50 in ∞mpute time, and nearly 2∞由nes faster when text loading time 
is included. It is worth poin由190Ut 由at 由e timing results provided here 缸'C quite close to 由e
complexity estimates given in Section 4.3. 

One imponant application area of approximate string matching is string 回缸ch for text 
retrieval systems. In previoωresearch in parallel ∞mputers ， Stanfill and Kahle reported fr回-text

search on 由e Connection Machinet [10]. Stone analyzed 出eir work and poin时 out 由at

"parallel query algorithms 由at do not u臼 indexing may peñonn poorly relative to serial searches 
with indexing [1 1]." However once the problem is exteI咀ed to a more general problem such 部
search with approximation, indexing is no longer adequate and p缸温lel ∞mputers will allow 
favorable spc咒dup 臼∞mp缸'Cd to 臼quential ∞mputers.

ηle application area is ∞t limited to text re国eval systems, sin臼吗InamiC programming 

techniques are centt咀 to a wide range of classical pattern matching tasks，出 in s严echre∞gnition

and genetic 臼quence matching [12]. 

ηle resul臼 reported here tberefore demonstra1e one method of 豁出lerating these tasks on 
par划lel hardw创它.

t Th.e CωIlleCt切" MacJtiM i.r a regi.rtered rrademart ofTlWIkiItg Macltines Corporatio鼠
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Appendix A - Example 

Here we present a sample session wi由 one irnplementation of approxirnate string matching on 出e DAD02 
machine; 也is irnplementation 严Înts out all lines which containψproxirnate matches. In Úle presentation below. we 
have underlined Úle matching segments of each ou甲ut line. 

SEARCH PAT~ 
"opendir" 

TZXT STRINGt 

"DESCRIPTION 
。pendir opens the directory named by filename and associates a directory 
stream with it. Opendir returns a pointer to be used to identify the 
directory stream in subsequent operations. The pointer NULL is returned 
if filename cannot be accessed , or if it cannot mal工。c(3) enough memory 
to hold the whole thing. 

It returns NULL 
invalid seekdir 

Readdir returns a pointer to the next directory entry. 
upon reaching the end of the directory or detect丰ng an 
operat~on. 

Telldir returns the current location associated with the named directory 
stream. 

Seekdir sets the position of the next readdir operation on the directory 
stream. The new position reverts to the one associated with the directory 
stream when the tell dir operation was perfor胃田d. Values returned by 
telldir are good only for the lifetin晒。f the DIR pointer from which they 
are derived. If the directory is closed and then reopened , the telldir 
value may be invalidated due to undetected directory compaction. It is 
safe to use a previous telldir value immediately after a call to opendir 
and before any calls to readdir. 

Se th et s 
e

伊


z

。

zq ·
且

n

di dn nn -li wq ee Rb 
the posit丰。n of the nan田d directory stream to the 
directory. 

named dir.ctory str.am and frees the structure 
DIR pointer." 

Closedir closes the 
associated with the 

咱

4
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

'
4
1
·

吨
牛
吨
，
‘
吨
忐
咱
E
e
吨
，
.
、4
、•• 

、•• 

吨
，
岛
句
，
"
句
，
-
句
，
-
句
，
-
呵
，
岛
呵
，
&
句
，
-
叶
，
-

OO'l'PC'1' 
(ex.aet III&toh) : 

safe to use a previous telldir value immediately after a call t。但旦驻军

♀E!mQ主墓 。pens the directory naπ晒d by filename and associates a directory 
5tream witb it. Q21n基1. returns a pointer to be used to identify the 
5afe to us. a previous telldir valu. imm.diat.ly after a call to QQ~G基主ζ

QI2组9主豆 。pens th. directory named by fil.nam. and associates a directory 
stream with it. Q盟国~ returns 4 point.r to be used to identify the 
5af. to us. a pr.vioU8 t.lldir valu. immediat.ly aft.r a call to ~n驻军
CIQ里空量丰互 closes th. named directory stream and frees the structure 

k - 0 
21: 
k - 1: 

2 : 
3: 

21: 
k - 2: 

2: 
3: 

21: 
27: 

The tal is e.xcerpted from "Unix Prograrnmo's Manw.ú: 43 BSD VÙ1皿J VAX- l1 Versi.on飞 Univers句 01
Cal扩òmia， Beru句. Califomia 94720, April.1986. 

T 


